
 

 

Appendix A.  Criteria and Findings 
Urban Growth Boundary Adjustment 

Comprehensive Plan Map Amendment and Text Amendment 
 

 

 

Overview 
This document provides the criteria and findings for the following proposed amendments to the 
Vernonia Comprehensive Plan:  
 
1. Adjust the Vernonia Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) to include the “Boot” area with a Residential Plan 
designation, and remove the Nehalem Highway Area, the Sword Property, and the Timber Property from 
the Urban Growth Boundary. 
 
2. Include a policy for areas within the Boot to be zoned Residential upon annexation to the City, and a 
policy for the extension of the existing street grid system.  
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Section 1. Introduction 

1.1 Summary 

The City of Vernonia proposes to amend the Vernonia Comprehensive Plan and Map by trading 
approximately 37 gross (24 buildable) acres of urban residential land (zoned for forest and rural 
residential uses) at the edge of the Vernonia Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) for approximately 49 gross 
(29 buildable) acres of Rural Residential exception area land surrounded on three sides by the Vernonia 
City Limits. This UGB adjustment will: 

1. Restore some forested land currently within the UGB to forest resource use; 
2. Remove outlying extensions of rural residential lands that are difficult to serve with urban 

facilities; and 
3. Create a compact and efficient urban form by including rural residential land closer to the 

school, shopping, employment and services.  

The UGB adjustment will swap out three less developable areas within the current UGB, for the more 
developable “Boot” (Area B2) located adjacent west of the school complex and surrounded on three 
sides by the UGB. The Boot can be efficiently served extending the City’s existing grid street system. The 
UGB adjustment will not substantially change the amount or type of buildable residential land within the 
UGB.  

 

Figure 1: Proposed UGB Adjustment 
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To achieve the UGB adjustment and to ensure there will be zoning designations that accommodate the 
needed residential development once annexed, the proposal includes: 

• Comprehensive Plan map amendments to: 
o Include the Boot area within the Vernonia UGB; 
o Assign the Boot area a “Residential” plan designation; and  
o Remove three areas from the UGB.  

 
• The following text amendment to the Urban Growth Area Policies section of the Comprehensive 

Plan: 
1. In 2023, Vernonia adopted an Urban Growth Boundary adjustment to remove three 

unsuitable residentially designated areas from the UGB and add “the Boot” to the UGB. The 
UGB adjustment is shown in Figure 5.1 “The Boot” was given a Residential Comprehensive 
Plan Designation.  
 
a.  Upon annexation to the City, areas within “the Boot” shall be zoned Residential per 9-

01.03-10 of the Vernonia Zoning Code. 
b. To ensure a multimodal transportation system and direct connections between schools 

and the Boot area, the existing grid street system should be extended to serve the Boot. 
The following illustrative map shows how streets can be extended to meet Policy 5.  
 

    Figure 5.1. Map showing potential street extensions and “ the Boot” 
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The Boot would retain County zoning prior to annexation. When land is annexed to the City, Policy 5 will 
be applied to ensure appropriate zoning and street connectivity.  

The areas proposed for removal from the UGB will retain their current County zoning. The Timber and 
Sword properties are currently zoned Primary Forest, 80-acre minimum (PF-80). Removing these 
properties from the UGB will ensure they remain resource lands.  

This amendment package was drafted in consultation with Columbia County, the City Engineer and 
ODOT and is consistent with the City-County Urban Growth Management Agreement.  The proposed 
comprehensive plan amendment package will need to be reviewed and adopted by both Vernonia and 
Columbia County. Both jurisdictions must provide timely notice of its initial public hearing to DLCD.  

1.2 Goal 14 Requirements 
The State of Oregon has a prescribed process for swapping land within the Urban Growth Boundary for 
land outside the UGB, called a UGB Adjustment. The purpose of a UGB is to allow cities to separate 
urban from rural land, and to ensure that urban land develops efficiently. UGBs also ensure that farm 
and forest land is not encroached upon by urban development.  Oregon cities are required to maintain a 
20-year supply of land for residential and employment needs within the UGB. Doing so is important to 
ensure cities can accommodate future growth while protecting farmland and natural resources in 
compliance with Statewide Planning Goals 3, 4, and 9 through 14.  
Needed land supply is analyzed through periodic updates to the housing and land use elements of the 
comprehensive plan. The identified 20-year land supply in Vernonia is sufficient for to meet housing 
needs; the City is not proposing to expand the UGB, but instead, to pursue a UGB adjustment.   
 
OAR Chapter 660 Division 24 Urban Growth Boundaries allows cities to exchange or “swap” urban land 
within its UGB for rural land outside its UGB if (in addition to meeting Goal 14 and related requirements) 
alternatives are considered properly and the amount and type of traded land are “substantially 
equivalent.” This narrative demonstrates compliance with: 

1. OAR 660-024-0065 Establishment of Study Area to Evaluate Land for Inclusion in the UGB 
2. OAR 660-024-0067 Evaluation of Land in the Study Area for Inclusion within the UGB; Priorities 
3. OAR 660-024-0070 UGB Adjustments – Section 3 related to substantial equivalency of buildable 

residential land1 

 
1 (3) Notwithstanding sections (1) and (2) of this rule, a local government considering an exchange of land may rely on the land needs 
analysis that provided a basis for its current acknowledged plan, rather than adopting a new need analysis, provided: 
(a) The amount of buildable land added to the UGB to meet: (A) A specific type of residential need is substantially equivalent to the amount 
of buildable residential land removed, or (B) The amount of employment land added to the UGB to meet an employment need is substantially 
equivalent to the amount of employment land removed, and (b) The local government must apply comprehensive plan designations and, if 
applicable, urban zoning to the land added to the UGB, such that the land added is designated: (A) For the same residential uses and at the 
same housing density as the land removed from the UGB [emphasis added] 
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1.3 How this document is organized. 

This document follows the City of Vernonia criteria for Comprehensive Plan map and text amendments 
and is organized as follows:  

• Section 2.1 demonstrates compliance with applicable statewide planning goals. These findings 
focus on Goal 14: Urbanization, which details the UGB adjustment analysis including the 
establishment of a study area, alternatives analysis, and comparison of buildable land to be 
added and removed. Findings related to other applicable statewide planning goals follow.  

• Section 2.2 demonstrates compliance with applicable Vernonia Comprehensive Plan policies and 
the Vernonia-Columbia County Urban Growth Management Agreement (UGMA).   

• Section 2.3-2.7 responds to further review criteria and includes findings regarding of the 
locational and land needs, the impact on the land use pattern, public facilities, the 
transportation system, all criteria for comprehensive plan map amendments in Vernonia.  

• Section 3 responds to comprehensive plan text amendment criteria. 

Section 2. Comprehensive Plan Map Amendment Criteria 
A UGB adjustment requires a comprehensive plan map amendment. Decision criteria for a 
Comprehensive Plan map amendment are found in the Title 9 of the Vernonia Zoning Code Section 9-
01.09-50 Comprehensive Plan Amendment.  Decision criteria findings, including the findings for UGB 
adjustments are discussed in the following code sections.  

9-01.09-50.E Decision Criteria. Plan map amendment proposals shall be approved if the 
applicant provides evidence substantiating the following: 

VZC 9-01.09-50.E.1 Compliance is demonstrated with the Statewide Land Use Goals that apply to 
the subject properties or to the proposed land use designation. If the proposed designation 
requires an exception to the Goals, the applicable criteria in the LCDC Administrative Rules for 
the type of exception needed shall also apply.  

2.1 Statewide Goal Consistency Analysis 
 

GOAL 14. Urbanization: UGB Adjustment 

Findings: In most cases, UGB’s are expanded to accommodate a 20-year population and employment 
projection. However, our review of local planning documents indicates that the City has enough land 
within the UGB to meet 20-year growth needs.  

In this situation, a UGB ‘swap’ as outlined in OAR 660-024-070 UGB Adjustments is proposed. Using this 
state rule, the City may trade land within the UGB for property outside the UGB, if (a) the amount of 
land to be traded is essentially the same, and (b) the designations of land to be traded are comparable. 
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This approach does not need justification for a UGB change based on population growth and related 
land need and supply.   

The addition of land into the UGB requires the establishment of a study area and an alternatives analysis 
based on Goal 14 location factors, which follow. 

Location and Description of Land Proposed to Be Removed 
Figure 2 shows the location and zoning of each area proposed to be removed from the UGB. 

 

Figure 2: Areas to be removed. 

The Sword Property 

The 5.1-acre Sword Property (Tax Lots 4N4W04CB06900 and 4N4W05DA06600) is located south the City 
Limits and south of the Nehalem River and an RV park. The Sword Property has a “Residential” 
comprehensive plan designation and is zoned Primary Forest-80 (PF-80) by Clatsop County. This 
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property is located entirely within the floodplain and almost entirely in the floodway where 
development is generally prohibited. Thus, the Sword Property has no buildable land and is suitable for 
long-term forest use.  

The Timber Property 

The 20-acre Timber Property (4N4W050000100) is in the northwest corner of the UGB, is owned by the 
City and is used for timber resources.  The Timber Property has a “Residential” comprehensive plan 
designation and is zoned Columbia County PF-80. The property is relatively far from schools, shopping 
and services.  

The Nehalem Highway Area 

The 12-acre Nehalem Highway Area has three tax lots2 located in the southwest corner of the UGB.  The 
area has a “Residential” Comprehensive plan designation and Columbia County RR-5 zoning.  The area 
has some steep slope (25% or greater) parts and 3 existing homesites. This area is relatively far from 
schools, shopping and services. Most of this area is on a downslope from the wastewater treatment 
plant and would require pumps or force mains to function. Prior to its inclusion in the UGB, this area had 
its current RR-5 zoning and was therefore considered exception land.  

Study Area Determination  
As applied to Vernonia, State rules3 require that the UGB adjustment study area be identified.  The study 
area must: 

• Include all lands within ½ mile of the UGB. 
• Include all exception lands contiguous to an exception area within the ½ mile of the UGB. 
• Not be within another UGB: Vernonia has no nearby City UGBs.  
• Include all lands within an urban reserve: Vernonia has no urban reserve. 

 
Figure 3 shows the required Study Area:  

 
2 Tax Lots: 4.00N4.00W5DD—01100, 4.00N4.00W5DD—01200, 4.00N4.00W5DD—01300 
3 OAR 660-024-0065 Establishment of Study area to Evaluate Land for Inclusion in the UGB (1) When considering a UGB amendment to 
accommodate a need deficit identified in OAR 660-024-0050 (Land Inventory and Response to Deficiency) (4), a city outside of Metro must 
determine which land to add to the UGB by evaluating alternative locations within a “study area” established pursuant to this rule. To establish 
the study area, the city must first identify a “preliminary study area” which shall not include land within a different UGB or the corporate limits 
of a city within a different UGB. The preliminary study area shall include: (a)All lands in the city’s acknowledged urban reserve, if any; (b)All 
lands that are within the following distance from the acknowledged UGB: (A)For cities with a UGB population less than 10,000: one-half mile; 
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Figure 3: UGB Study Area 

Table 1 summarizes County zoning for unincorporated land within the study area and outside the 
Vernonia UGB: 

Table 1: Study Area County Zoning Summary (acres) 

Total Acres Forest and 
Agriculture (PF-80, 

PA-80, FA-80) 

Rural Residential – 5 
Acre Minimum (RR-

5) 

Community Service -
Utility and Institutional 

(CS-U, CS-I) 

Existing 
Commercial 

(EC) 
2,970 2, 450 490 21.1 8.9 

 

Most of the study area is comprised of 80-acre minimum agriculture or forest land. There are several 
exception areas with Columbia County Rural Residential zoning, small exception areas with Community 
Service Utility and Institutional zoning, and two parcels with Existing Commercial zoning. 
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Priority of Land to be Included in the UGB 
OAR 660-0024-00674 establishes the following priority of land for inclusion within a UGB. As applied to 
Vernonia’s proposed UGB swap: 

• The highest priority is rural exception land (land that is not zoned for farm for forest use). 
• Second priority is lower quality forest or farm land.  
• Third priority is relatively high-quality farm or forest land.  

 
Since there is an abundant supply of highest priority rural exception land within the study area, the City 
did not consider lower-priority farm or forest land for inclusion within the UGB.  

Description of Rural Exception Areas 
As shown on Figure 4 and Table 2, there are approximately 520 acres of exception land within the study 
area. To analyze the alternative areas, we have categorized the exception land into five analysis areas, 
shown in Figure 4 and analyzed in Table 2. 

 

Figure 4: Alternatives Analysis Areas 

 
4 OAR 660-024-067(2)Priority of Land for inclusion in a UGB: (a)First Priority is urban reserve, exception land, and nonresource land. Lands in the 
study area that meet the description in paragraphs (A) through (C) of this subsection are of equal (first) priority: (A)Land designated as an urban 
reserve under OAR chapter 660, division 21, in an acknowledged comprehensive plan; (B)Land that is subject to an acknowledged exception 
under ORS 197.732 (Goal exceptions); and (C)Land that is nonresource land 
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Table 2:  Rural Exception Land – Area Descriptions 

Analysis 
Areas 

County 
Zoning 

Area Description 

A1 RR-5 
and CS-
U 

This 188-acre area is served by Noakes Road, is zoned RR-5, and abuts a southwestern 
portion of the UGB. Most of Area A1 is bounded by resource land (zoned PF-80) land to 
the north, west and south.  

A2 RR-5, 
CS-u 
and EC 

This 120-acre area is served by the Nehalem Highway, is zoned RR-5 (with two small CS-
U parcels) and abuts the southern portion of the UGB. Most of Area 2 is bounded by 
forest resource land (PF-80). Much of the area is within the floodplain.  

B1 RR-5 
and CS-
U 

This 86-acre area is served by Stony Point, Keasey and Mellinger roads, is zoned RR-5, 
abuts a northern portion of the UGB and Area B2.  Area B1 borders forest land (PF-80) to 
the north and east, and farm land (FA-80) to the west.  

B2 
“the 
Boot” 

RR-5 This 49-acre area is served by Mellinger Road, Oregon and Texas avenues, and abut 
several local city streets. Area B2 is zoned RR-5 and abuts the UGB and City Limits to the 
west, south, and east, and Area B1 to the north. Area B2 is not adjacent to farm or forest 
resource land but is close to Vernonia Elementary and High School (southeast) and 
commercial and employment areas (south). Most of the land adjacent to Area B2 has a 
residential plan designation.  

C RR-5 This 75-acres area is served by the Nehalem Highway N., is zoned RR-5, is completely 
separated from the UGB by resource land (PA-80). Area C borders forest land (PF-80) to 
the northwest, north, and southwest. Roughly half of this area is in the floodplain. 

 

The Island Property 

In 2009 the City expanded the UGB and the 
City Limits to reconstruct existing schools 
on to land outside the floodplain.  At that 
time, Tax Lot 4N4W040000401 – a small 
0.04-acre property about 200 feet long and 
8 feet wide – was left outside the UGB 
wedged between the UGB expansion area 
and the rest of the City.  The overlooked 
property is now an unincorporated island 
outside of the Vernonia UGB and City limits 
and has an R-10 zoning designation. The 
County has requested that the City clean 
this up as part of the UGB adjustment.  

 

 

 

Figure 5: Island Property 
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Alternatives Analysis to Determine Which Area(s) to Add to the UGB 

As required by Goal 14, Winterbrook has analyzed each analysis area based on the four boundary 
location factors of Goal 145 (listed below):  

1. Efficient accommodation of identified land needs.  
2. Orderly and economic provision of public facilities and services.  
3. Comparative environmental, energy, economic and social consequences.  
4. Compatibility of the proposed urban uses with nearby agricultural and forest activities occurring 

on farm and forest land outside the UGB.  

1. Efficient accommodation of identified land needs.  
The need for the land swap is driven by the efficient provision of residentially developable lands in 
Vernonia. The City has areas of residentially designated land that is not suited for residential 
development for reasons discussed previously. The swap will allow the acreage totals to stay essentially 
the same but allow residential development by applying residential designation to property that can be 
efficiently served by public facilities and provide residential area near the school. The swap will not alter 
the amount of buildable residential land, it will simply shift the land available for residential land out of 
unbuildable areas and move it to a place where development can occur. A comparison of buildable land 
is found later in this subsection.  

Pursuant to OAR 660-024-0070, need does not factor into a UGB swap. This factor does not limit or 
clarify which land should be added to the UGB.  Other factors are compared in the table below.  

2. Orderly and economic provision of public facilities and services.  
As demonstrated in Table 3, area B2, or the Boot, would have the most orderly and economic provision 
of public facilities and services. Further findings comparing the subarea is found in Appendix C: 
Alternatives Analysis- Public Facilities Report.  

Table 3: Orderly and economic provision of public facilities and services. 

Analysis 
Area 

Efficient Accommodation of Public Facilities and Services 

A1 This area is almost surrounded by county resource land and has few opportunities connection to 
existing public facilities. Public facilities would be extended via the Noakes Rd ROW. Existing 
development patterns would make it difficult to extend streets and related public utilizes to the 
area. The area is far away from the city, so extending facilities and services would be costly. The 
rolling hillside would necessitate the installation of a sanitary pump station. Noakes Road is the 
only ROW serving the area, and because it is surrounded by resource land, creating better 
connectivity to the City is challenging.  While it may be feasible to extend public facilities, there 
are some challenges.  

 
5 OAR 660-024-0067(7) Pursuant to subsection (1)(c), if the amount of suitable land in a particular priority category under section (2) exceeds the 
amount necessary to satisfy the need deficiency, the city must choose which land in that priority to include in the UGB by first applying the 
boundary location factors of Goal 14 and then applying applicable criteria in the acknowledged comprehensive plan and land use regulations 
acknowledged prior to initiation of the UGB evaluation or amendment. 
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A2 This area is barely connected to the UGB and to city services. There are some residences and 
businesses along the highway without connection to existing public facilities. The ravines in the 
topography would be impediments to the installation of public facilities, a pump station would 
be required.  Extending services to this area would be costly and inefficient. Additionally, the 
floodplain constraint would mean little development could happen even with extension of 
infrastructure. The feasibility of extending public facilities is bad.  

B1 B1 abuts the UGB to the south and could connect to existing facilities along the southern edge. 
This area is served by existing access from Mellinger, Keasey, and Stoney Point roads, and water 
lines to the area could be easily accommodated.  The eastern half of the area has no adjacent 
sewer infrastructure to tie into.  The street grid could continue to be extended north but is 
somewhat inhibited by Rock Creek. The topography to the western half would make public 
facilities difficult to install. The feasibility of providing public facilities to this area is poor.  

B2  
“the Boot” 

This area is contiguous to the existing UGB, has existing access from Mellinger Road, Oregon 
Avenue, and Texas Avenue, and has the potential to be serviced by the extension of existing 
utilities via the existing grid street system that could be readily extended without impacting the 
existing residences. Its location surrounded on three sides by the existing UGB allows public 
facilities to be connected to the area and across the area more efficiently.  The Vernonia TSP 
shows plans to extend Texas Avenue to Mellinger Road. There is a ridgeline that splits the area’s 
topography into a northern half and a southern half, gravity fed utilities could be split along this 
ridgeline. Sewer and storm infrastructure could be extended from Texas Ave, and Riverside Dr 
would provide a connection to the northern half. The feasibility of providing public facilities to 
the area is good.  

C To extend public facilities to this area, the City would need to cross agriculture land because area 
C is not connected to the City.  It would be extremely inefficient and costly to serve this area, 
which shares no borders with the Vernonia UGB. The feasibility of providing public facilities to 
this area is bad.  

 

3. Comparative Economic, Social, Environmental and Energy consequences.  
As demonstrated in Table 4, area B2, or the Boot, would have the most positive economic, social, 
environmental, and energy consequences in comparison to the other areas. 

Table 4: Comparative ESEE consequences 

Analysis 
Area 

Economic 
Consequences 

Social Consequences Environmental 
Consequences 

Energy Consequences  

A1 This area is far away from 
the existing UGB, 
extending public facilities 
would be inefficient and 
costly. Cost effective 
development would be 
unlikely to occur. 
 

The area is far from 
schools or downtown 
commercial. Services 
would be difficult to reach 
from A1. The difficulty of 
extending public facilities 
makes it unlikely this area 
would develop to urban 
densities.  
 

A1 does not contain 
wetlands nor is within 
the floodplain. There are 
parts in the north and SW 
edges of A1 with 
25%+slopes.   
 

Extending public facilities 
to this area would be 
inefficient. There is only 
one road that currently 
connects A1 to the school 
and downtown, the road 
is not easily bikeable or 
walkable.  The difficulty of 
extending public facilities 
makes it unlikely this area 
would result in 
sustainable development 

A2 The floodplain 
restrictions on this area 
would not allow for 

There is little connectivity 
between A2 and 
downtown Vernonia or 

Much of the area is 
within the flood plain and 
would be undevelopable, 

Extending public facilities 
to this area would be 
inefficient.  There is only 
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compact or efficient 
residential development, 
extending public facilities 
would be inefficient and 
costly. Adding A2 to the 
UGB would likely not 
result in sustainable or 
efficient residential 
development. 

the school. Bike and 
pedestrian connections 
would be difficult to 
establish. Services would 
be difficult to reach from 
A2. The difficulty of 
extending public facilities 
makes it unlikely this area 
would develop to urban 
densities. 
 

additionally, this area has 
wetlands. 

one road that currently 
connects area A1 to the 
school and downtown, 
and the road is not easily 
bikeable or walkable.  
Adding A2 to the UGB 
would likely not result in 
sustainable residential 
development. 

B1 Extending public facilities 
to B1 would be less costly 
than extending them to 
A1, A2, and C, but more 
costly than extending 
facilities to B2. There is 
some road infrastructure 
in place, and the street 
grid could be extended to 
the area. 

B1 is further away from 
the school and downtown 
than B2. This area abuts 
resource land and would 
create potential conflicts 
between residential 
development and farming 
and forestry activities.  

This area has one small 
part with wetlands and 
has a very small portion 
of its southwest corner in 
the floodplain. 

This area is about ½ mile 
away from the Vernonia 
school, and far from 
downtown.  Extending 
public facilities to this 
area may not be as 
inefficient as some of the 
other areas but would be 
less efficient than B2. 

B2  
“the 
Boot” 

The Boot area has greater 
potential road 
connectivity to existing 
road infrastructure.  The 
Vernonia TSP shows plans 
to extend Texas Avenue 
to Mellinger Rd, which 
would connect large 
areas of B2 to the school 
and to the rest of the city.  

Area B2 offers more 
walkable and bikeable 
access to the school, 
parks and commercial 
areas of Vernonia should 
it develop in contrast to 
area B1, where there is 
less efficient proximity to 
school and parks.  
 

There are no inventoried 
wetlands in this area, 
though there is likely a 
large portion of the 
northern area of the boot 
that contains wetlands, 
documented further in 
Exhibit E.  There is one 
small portion (0.02 acres) 
on the very eastern edge 
within the floodplain. A 
similarly small area on 
the very eastern edge 
also has 25%+ slopes.    

The Boot area is 
surrounded on three sides 
by the UGB, the extension 
of services will consume 
less energy to 
accommodate new 
development more 
efficiently to City facilities. 
Adding B2 to the UGB 
would allow development 
in proximity to the school, 
increasing multimodal 
access. 

C Given this area’s 
complete isolation from 
the existing UGB, 
extending the UGB to this 
area would not result in 
efficient provision of 
services and would not be 
likely to result in 
residential development. 
Extending public facilities 
would be prohibitively 
costly. 

There would likely be 
negative impacts on 
surrounding farm and 
forest lands. There would 
be little social benefits to 
adding a area far away 
from the existing UGB. 

Roughly half of the area 
is within the floodplain 
and would be 
undevelopable. Small 
portions of area C have 
25%+ slopes. 

This area is not adjacent 
to the UGB and walking or 
biking to school or 
downtown would be 
impractical. Extending 
public facilities to this 
area would be energy 
inefficient, as they would 
have to traverse large 
areas.  

 

4. Compatibility of the proposed urban uses with nearby agricultural and forest activities occurring 
on farm and forest land outside the UGB.  

As demonstrated in Table 5, the Boot (area B2) would have the most compatibility with agricultural or 
forest activities in comparison to the other areas.  
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Table 5: Resource Land Compatibility 

Analysis  
Area 

Compatibility of Proposed Urban Residential Uses with Nearby Agricultural and Forest Activities 

A1 Area A1 is bordered three sides by PF-80 zoned land. 74% of its 3.2-mile boundary is adjacent to farm 
or forest land. Urban residential development of this area would result in increased interaction and 
potential conflict between this area and agriculture and forestry activities.  

A2 Area A2 is bordered on three sides by PF-80 zoned land. 85% of its 2.7-mile border is adjacent to farm 
or forest land. Urban residential development of this area would result in increased interaction and 
potential conflict between this area and agriculture and forestry activities.  

B1 Area B1 is bordered on three sides by the forest lands. 76% of its 2.1-mile border is adjacent to farm 
or forest land. Urban development of the area would result in increased interaction and potential 
conflict between this area and agriculture and forestry activities.  

B2  
“the 
Boot” 

Area B2 is surrounded on three sides by the existing UGB and an RR-5 exception areas to the north. 
None of the borders interact with farm or forest land and the area is buffered from forest land by the 
RR-5 zoning to the north. Urban residential development of Area B2 would be buffered from farm and 
forest land by (a) other urban land within the UGB, or (b) the Area B1 rural residential exception area. 
Therefore, urban residential development of Area B2 would not increase interaction or conflict with 
nearby farm and forest activities.  

C Area C is surrounded by the farm and forest lands. 100% of its 2.1-mile perimeter interacts with farm 
or forest land. Urban residential development of the area would result in increased interaction and 
potential conflict between this area and forestry activities. Additionally, extending public facilities to 
this area would involve crossing county agriculture land which could conflict with nearby agricultural 
and forest activities.  

 

Alternatives Analysis Conclusion:  
Analysis area B2 (the Boot) would be the area most easily and efficiently served by public facilities and 
services.  Inclusion of the Boot within the UGB would have the most positive ESEE consequences in 
comparison to the other areas. The Boot is the only rural exception area within the study area that does 
not border large expanses of farm or forest resource land and would not create significant conflicts with 
agriculture or forestry practices. Analysis area B2, the Boot is most suitable for inclusion within the 
Vernonia UGB based on Goal 14 locational factors.  

Substantial Equivalency – Comparison of Land to be Removed with Land to be Added to 
the Urban Growth Boundary  
UGB Adjustment criteria (660-024-0070(3) related to UGB swaps require that the amount and type of 
buildable added to the UGB be “substantially equivalent” to amount and type of buildable land removed 
from the UGB.   

Analysis of Residential Buildable Land to be Removed 
Utilizing the Columbia County Assessor’s “Stat Class” code and the total acreage of each property, 
Winterbrook evaluated the area to be removed from the UGB to determine the development capacity in 
accordance with Statewide Planning Goal 10 and Oregon Administrative Rule 660-008-0005(2) as 
follows: 
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Table 6: Buildable Land to be Removed (acres) 

Area to 
be 

removed 

City 
Comprehensive 

Plan Designation/ 
County Zone 

Tax 
Lot 

Acres 

“Partially 
Vacant” or 
developed 

land 

Public 
Facilities 

Reduction6 
(25%) 

Constrained 
(Hazard and Resource) 

Land 7 

Net 
Buildable 

Acres 

Proposed 
County Plan 

Designations/ 
County Zone 

Timber 
Property R/PF-80 20 

0 
5 .02 15 

County 
Primary 

Forest/PF-80 

Sword 
Property GR/PF-80 5.1 

0 
NA 4.8 0 

County 
Primary 

Forest / PF-80 
Nehalem 
Highway 

Area 
R/ RR-5 12.11 .5 2.85 0.2 8.56 

County Rural 
Residential/ 

RR-5 
TOTAL 37.21 0.5 7.85 5.02 23.84 

Based in coordination efforts with Columbia County, it is anticipated that the Timber Property and the 
Sword Property will be redesignated from City Residential to County Primary Forest, and that the 
Nehalem Highway Area will be redesignated from City Residential to County Rural Residential.  

Substantial Equivalency – Residential Buildable Land Comparison 
Using the same assumptions detailed in Section 2.1, we analyzed the Boot8 to determine if the 
residential capacity is substantially equivalent to the amount of buildable residential land removed. The 
areas proposed to be removed from the UGB are subject to the Vernonia Local Wetland Inventory. In 
Vernonia, wetlands are protected by Title 9-06 Development in Wetlands. This wetlands ordinance 
prohibits almost all new development in wetlands. New structures are prohibited, therefore, wetlands 
within Vernonia are not considered “buildable land” and not included in buildable land calculations. 
Winterbrook conducted a preliminary off-site wetland determination within the Boot to determine if 
there were areas that were characteristic of wetlands and therefore likely to be protected by Vernonia’s 
wetland ordinance if the Boot was brought into the UGB. A detailed methodology and findings are found 
in Appendix E. Winterbrook found that there are likely 8.1 acres of wetlands within the Boot, for the 
purposes of this analysis, this area is not considered “buildable land”.  

Table 7: Buildable Lands Comparison (acres) 

Area 
City 

Comprehensive 
Plan 

Tax 
Lot 

Acres 

“Partially 
Vacant” or 
Developed 

land. 

Public 
Facilities 

Reduction 
(25%) 

Constrained 
(Hazard and 
Resource) 

Land 

Net 
Build-
able 

Acres 

Proposed Plan 
Designations/

Zone 

6 25% of land is taken out of the Buildable Land category, since it is assumed to be used for public right of way and public facilities and therefore 
not considered available for development or “buildable”. 
7 Constrained land in this case is land in the floodplain, slopes exceeding 25%, protected wetlands, potential wetlands, and riparian corridors.  
Columbia County is in the process of amending its Water Resource Protection Plan.  
8  Tax Lots 44W04AV00200, 44W04AB01000, 44W04AB00100, 44W04AB01700, 44W04AB01701, 44W040000200, 44W040000102, 
44W04AC00100, 44W04AC00102, 44W04AC00101, 44W04AC00103, 44W04AC00104. 
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Designation/ 
County Zone 

Areas Proposed for 
Removal (The Timber 

Property, Sword 
Property, and 

Nehalem Highway 
Area) 

City Residential, 
GR/  

County PF-80, 
RR-5, R-10 

37.21 0.5 7.85 5.02 23.84 

County Primary 
Forest, Rural 

Residential/PF-
80, RR-5 

The Boot 
(Area B2) NA/ RR-5 49 2 9.5 8.83 28.63 City 

Residential/R 

The City anticipates that Columbia County will maintain zoning on the proposed land to be included 
within the UGB as RR-5 until annexation to the City; this Columbia County zone is intended to maintain 
land in large parcels until annexation is requested. 

The Boot will be designated “Residential” on the comprehensive plan map. Draft Urban Growth Area 
Policy 5 requires the assignment of the Residential zone to the Boot upon annexation.  As shown on 
Table 7, the proposed UGB amendment will result in substantially the same amount of buildable land 
and residential capacity as the existing UGB configuration. Because the residential capacity is 
substantially the same, the City does not need to reassess its housing needs per OAR 660-024-0070(3). 

Goal 14 Conclusion 
The entirety of the Boot consists of land identified as highest priority for inclusion in the UGB per OAR 
660-024-0067(2)(a). Winterbrook’s analysis of alternatives based on the Goal 14 location factors has 
determined the Boot Area is the most suitable for inclusion in the UGB. The adjustment of the UGB will 
result in substantially the same amount of buildable land residential capacity as the existing UGB 
configuration. Winterbrook recommends approval of a comprehensive plan map amendment and text 
amendments to exchange the three areas identified (the Timber Property, the Sword Property, the 
Nehalem Highway Area) which comprise 23.8 buildable acres for the Boot and the Island Property which 
comprise 28.6 buildable acres.

Goal 1 Citizen Involvement 

Findings: Goal 1 calls for the opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning process.  

This land use application is subject to a Type IV land use review, which includes a significant citizen 
involvement component. Public hearings will be duly noticed and held before the City and County 
Planning Commissions and elected officials prior to adoption of the proposed plan amendment package. 
The mandatory public notice of the action and decision, and the hearing on this case before the 
Vernonia Planning Commission and City Council are all avenues of citizen participation satisfying this 
Goal.  
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Goal 2 Land Use Planning 

Findings: Goal 2 requires an adequate factual base and consideration of alternatives prior to making 
land use decisions.  Land use decisions must also be made in accordance with adopted comprehensive 
plans and land use regulations. 

As required by the UGB amendment rule, this City considered five alternative areas for possible 
inclusion within the UGB. The Vernonia Comprehensive Plan and the Land Use Development Code that 
implements the comprehensive plan provides a policy framework as the basis for the analysis contained 
in this report. The comprehensive plan and development code also provide the criteria by which the 
swap request and map amendment will be reviewed.  

The proposed comprehensive plan map and text amendments are consistent with the Vernonia-
Columbia County Urban Growth Management Agreement, discussed in more detail later in this 
document. In 1996 the City and Columbia County jointly adopted an Urban Growth Management 
Agreement (UGMA) to facilitate the orderly and efficient transition from urbanizable to urban land uses 
within Vernonia’s UGB. The UGMA is discussed in Section 2.2 of this document. The UGB change would 
amend the comprehensive plans of both Columbia County and the City. Because the Vernonia 
Comprehensive Plan Map is the controlling plan for land use designations within the UGA, it would need 
to be amended to show a residential plan designation for the Boot.  

The City has coordinated with Columbia County regarding the proposed UGB amendment package. 
Winterbrook met Columbia County and DLCD in December 2022, followed by meetings involving city 
staff in January 2023 through August 2023 to discuss the potential UGB amendment and ensure Goal 14 
compliance and coordination between the City and the County.  

If the Boot is brought into the City UGB, it will retain County zoning until annexation into the City. As 
prescribed in the UGMA, the County would continue to administer land use applications in this area until 
it is annexed to the City. Thus, the swap meets UGMA requirements.  

Thus, Goal 2 is met.   

Goals 3 Agricultural Lands and 4 Forest Lands 

Findings: As stated in 660-024-0020(b), Goals 3 and 4 are not applicable when establishing or amending 
an urban growth boundary.  No further analysis is required.  The UGB adjustment will remove two areas 
of Columbia County PF-80 zoned land from the Vernonia UGB (the Timber Property and the Sword 
Property); the expected County comprehensive plan designation for this property is Forest.  Removing 
these properties from the UGB will ensure they remain in resource use. Goals 3 and 4 are met.  

Goal 5 Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas & Natural Resources 

Findings: Goal 5 requires local governments to inventory and protect natural resources.  The Sword 
Property has 0.8 acres of Goal 5 inventoried wetlands that would be removed from the UGB, all within 
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the flood plain.  There are currently no County-inventoried Goal 5 resources in the Boot that will be 
added to the UGB. Appendix E: The Boot- Preliminary Off-Site Wetland Determination documents how 
there are likely 8.1 acres of wetlands in the Boot. Wetland scientists found significant evidence 
indicating wetlands in the Boot using the same methodology as the off-site wetland determination used 
the Vernonia LWI.  Ordinance 9-06 Development in Wetlands protects inventoried wetlands within 
Vernonia. If the Boot is brought into the UGB, there should be an update to the LWI to formally 
inventory the Boot area.  Goal 5 will be met.  

Goal 6 Air, Water and Land Resources Quality 

Findings: Goal 6 requires local comprehensive plans and implementing measures to be consistent with 
state and federal environmental quality regulations.  The Vernonia Comprehensive Plan includes policies 
to comply with such regulations (reference) and meet applicable DEQ standards. By complying with 
applicable air, water and land resource quality policies, Goal 6 will be met.  

Goal 7 Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards 

Findings:  Goal 7 requires that jurisdictions apply appropriate safeguards when planning development in 
areas that are subject to natural hazards such as floods or landslides.  The area proposed for removal 
has 5.1 floodplain acres and .2 steeply sloped (25% or greater) acres.  The area proposed to be swapped 
into the UGB has only 0.07 floodplain acres and 0.64 acres with steep slopes.  This proposal will reduce 
natural hazard risks by reducing the hazardous land within the UGB.  

The small area within the flood plain will be regulated by the Vernonia Flood Plain Ordinance and the 
small area with steep slopes will be subject to Slope Hazard regulations in the Zoning Code.  Thus, Goal 7 
has been met. 

Goal 8 Recreation Needs 

Findings: Goal 8 requires each community to evaluate its areas and facilities for recreation and develop 
plans to deal with the projected demand for them.  Vernonia’s recreation needs have been addressed in 
the Vernonia Comprehensive Plan and the Vernonia Parks and Trails Master Plan. The site proposed for 
inclusion within the UGB has not been identified as a potential park or recreation area, none of the 
three areas proposed to be removed from the UGB are park or recreation areas nor have been identified 
as potential park and recreation areas.  However, the Boot is close to the Vernonia school and the Ora 
Bolmeier City Park, Archie Dass Dog Park and Vernonia Lake City Park, resulting in improved residential 
access to park and recreational facilities. 

Moreover, because the residential capacity of the UGB is not changing substantially, there will be no 
significant impact on the population and therefore the need for additional parkland.   

Therefore, Goal 8 has been met. 
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Goal 9 Economy of the State 

Findings: Goal 9 calls for diversification and improvement of the economy.  It asks communities to 
inventory commercial and industrial lands, project future needs for such lands and plan and zone 
accordingly. The proposed amendments do not alter the amount of suitable employment land within 
the Vernonia UGB. Therefore, Goal 9 is not applicable. 

Goal 10 Housing 

Findings: Goal 10 requires cities to inventory their buildable residential lands, project future needs for 
such lands, and to plan and zone enough buildable land to meet those needs. As identified in Section 2.1 
of this report, the proposed UGB amendment will result in substantially the same residential buildable 
land and capacity as the existing UGB configuration. Because the residential capacity is substantially the 
same, the City does not need to reassess its housing needs per OAR 660-024-0070(3)9.  

All the buildable land to be removed from the UGB has a Residential plan designation in the Vernonia 
Comprehensive Plan. We are proposing a Residential comprehensive plan designation for the Boot.  This 
designation will maintain sufficient land designated for residential need identified in the 2012 housing 
needs analysis.   

The following text amendment to the comprehensive plan will ensure that the Boot area is zoned 
Residential upon annexation. 

5 (a) Upon annexation to the City, areas within "The Boot" shall be zoned Residential per 9-
01.03-10 of the Vernonia Zoning Code. 

The UGB adjustment will exclude relatively unsuitable residentially designated land (that generally 
better suited for resource use or for rural level residential development) for a rural residential exception 
area that is surrounded on three sides by the existing UGB and on the north side by more rural 
residential exception land. Because city streets and urban services abut the Boot, it is more likely to be 
developed to urban densities than the areas to be removed and provides more housing opportunities 
close to the school and downtown. Because the City has met Goal 10 requirements with the 2012 
Housing Needs Analysis, Goal 10 is satisfied.  

 
 9OAR 660-024-0070 (3) Notwithstanding sections (1) and (2) of this rule, a local government considering an exchange of land may rely on the 
land needs analysis that provided a basis for its current acknowledged plan, rather than adopting a new need analysis, provided: (a) The amount 
of buildable land added to the UGB to meet: (A) A specific type of residential need is substantially equivalent to the amount of buildable 
residential land removed, or(B) The amount of employment land added to the UGB to meet an employment need is substantially equivalent to 
the amount of employment land removed, and (b) The local government must apply comprehensive plan designations and, if applicable, urban 
zoning to the land added to the UGB, such that the land added is designated: (A) For the same residential uses and at the same housing density 
as the land removed from the UGB…” 
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Goal 11 Public Facilities and Services 

Findings: Goal 11 requires Vernonia to provide public facilities efficiently to buildable land within its 
UGB. The Vernonia Comprehensive Plan allows for the phased extension of public facilities to efficiently 
provide public facilities necessary to support planned development:   

“extensions of facilities should insure that growth does not “leap frog” or sprawl into previously 
undeveloped areas. The Plan is intended to allow for a phased extension of facilities so that the 
costs of these services are kept to a minimum.” 

The City Engineer has prepared a Public Facilities report in Appendix B, which details the feasibility and 
benefits of extending water, sewer, stormwater, and roadway access to the Boot.  

The City adopted a Transportation System Plan in 2012, analysis of the transportation system 
implications is discussed in the subsequent Goal 12 Transportation findings.  

 

The following water and wastewater maps show that existing public facilities have been provided to 
developed urban areas abutting the Boot and that these facilities can readily be extended to serve this 
area. Draft Urbanization Policy 5 encourages the extension of the existing grid street system to serve the 
Boot. Since sewer and water facilities typically are constructed beneath streets, extending the grid street 
system also facilities that timely and efficient provision of public facilities and services to the Boot.  

Water  
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Figure 6: Existing Water Infrastructure 

The following excerpt from the Public Facilities report by the City Engineer details how water 
infrastructure could be extended to serve the Boot.  

“the City’s water system is established on all sides of the “Boot”. It is anticipated that direct 
access would be established from the Mellinger Rd and Texas Ave mainlines with additional 
connection possibilities from Louisiana Ave and Riverside Dr. The eastern portion of the town is 
supplied with water by the Mellinger Rd and Bridge St mainlines, respectively North and South of 
the “Boot”. Were a watermain connection to be established through the “Boot” it would provide 
another means for equalizing water system pressures within the two delivery mains. Similarly, 
connections to the Louisiana Ave and/or Riverside Dr systems would also provide beneficial 
pressure equalization in the water system. The large demand of the school and the surrounding 
residences would be positively affected by these possible improvements.” 

 

Sanitary Sewer  

 

Figure 7: Existing Wastewater Infrastructure 

The following excerpt from the Public Facilities report by the City Engineer details how sanitary sewer 
infrastructure could be extended to serve the Boot. 
 

“Given existing topography and sewer infrastructure, the northern portion of the “Boot” is 
expected to be serviced by the Riverside Dr sewer main and the southern portion of the “Boot” 
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would be serviced by the Texas Ave sewer main. Additional planning and engineering will be 
necessary to determine sewer demands and infrastructure improvements to service the 
additional developments in the “Boot”. However, existing sewer infrastructure is already in place 
and will likely require minimal renovation to accompany the “Boot” as compared to the 
possibility of developing completely new infrastructure. Additionally, preliminary review 
indicates that sewer connections could be accomplished without any additional force main 
construction.” 

 
 
Stormwater 
 
The following excerpt from the Public Facilities report by the City Engineer details how stormwater 
infrastructure could be extended to serve the Boot. 
 

“Similar to the sewer system, any stormwater system associated with the “Boot” would 
be accommodated by an extension of the existing gravity system from the south and 
incorporating storm system improvements to the east, feeding to the Nehalem River. 
Currently, the Louisiana Ave area does not have an established stormwater system. 
Were improvements developed in the “Boot” it would provide a feasible and expedited 
manner for dealing with the Louisiana Ave stormwater runoff.” 

 
As documented in Appendix B, the City Engineer has reviewed the and found the extension of public 
facilities is both feasible and beneficial to public infrastructure.  
 
The City will develop more detailed plans for extension of urban services after the proposed UGB 
adjustment is completed and prior to annexation. Urban development cannot occur until annexation is 
requested and zoning changed to the proposed residential zones. For the above reasons, Goal 11 has 
been met.  

Goal 12 Transportation 

Findings: Goal 12 encourages the provision of a safe, convenient, and economic transportation system.  
This goal is implemented by the Transportation Planning Rule (TPR). However, as stated in 660-024-
0020(d): 

“the transportation planning rule requirements under OAR 660-012-0060 need not be applied to 
an urban growth boundary amendment if the land added to the urban growth area is zoned as 
urbanizable land, either by retaining the zoning that was assigned prior to inclusion in the area 
or by assigning interim zoning that does not allow development that would generate more 
vehicle trips than development allowed by the zoning assigned prior to inclusion in the 
boundary.” 

The proposed adjustment retains the RR-5 zoning assigned prior to the inclusion in the area, therefore, 
the transportation planning rule requirements under OAR 660-012-0060 need not be applied at this 
point. Prior to annexation and zone change applications; a transportation impact analysis will be 
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required. Winterbrook reviewed the proposed adjustment with ODOT, and they confirmed for this UGB 
adjustment proposal, no traffic study would be required.  

The Boot has existing access via Mellinger Road, Texas Avenue, and Oregon Avenue.  The Vernonia 
Transportation System Plan (TSP) was last updated in 2011. The TSP shows a future road running north-south 
through the Boot area, extending from Texas Avenue to Mellinger Road to allow additional access to the new 
school site. The TSP notes that the roadway would need be added to the City’s TSP in the event of a UGB 
expansion and the project should be implemented in conjunction with development of the area.  

 

Figure 8: TSP Roadway Projects Clip 

Additionally, the TSP shows a bicycle and pedestrian connection planned across the eastern side of the Boot, 
between the school and the Nehalem View Estates Development.  It is anticipated that future developers will 
dedicate land for street and bicycle improvements identified in the TSP.  New streets will need to be 
constructed to service new development.   

The following text amendment is proposed to the Urban Growth Area Policies section of the 
comprehensive plan to ensure efficient extension of the existing grid street system to the Boot area:  
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“5 (b) To ensure a multimodal transportation system and direct connections between schools 
and the Boot area, the existing grid street system should be extended to serve the Boot. The 
following illustrative map shows how streets can be extended to meet Policy 5.  

 
Figure 5.1. Map showing potential street extensions and “ the Boot” 

 

 
 
Regarding roadway access, the City Engineer has reviewed the potential for developing the boot 
and gave the following analysis: 

 
“The Mellinger Rd, Texas Ave, Riverside Dr, and Louisiana Ave ROW’s all provide feasible 
routes for roadway access to future developments in the “Boot” given their existing 
improved roads. A mix of main avenues and side streets would likely be developed in the 
“Boot” connecting to existing ROW’s that currently have no reasonable route for 
extension. It is expected that the additional access connections will reduce some 
roadway bottlenecking by alleviating traffic demand on current road mains or side 
streets which have no alternative connection point. Similarly, the additional roadways 
that would be created with the development of the “Boot” would provide alternative 
means for emergency access or evacuation of the areas that currently have limited 
means for emergency traffic.” 
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Policy 5 will promote connectivity between the Boot, the school, and the rest of Vernonia. Additionally, 
public facilities can be extended along streets to efficiently serve the area. The grid street extension 
policy will ensure interim development does not occur within planned street rights-of-way and will not 
preclude efficient urbanization of the area.  
 
Thus, Goal 12 is met. 

 

Goal 13 Energy 

Findings: Goal 13 requires cities to consider energy conservation during the planning process.  Generally 
speaking, because the Boot area is near schools, parks, and commercial and industrial employment 
areas, and can readily be served by extending the existing grid street system, vehicle miles will be 
substantially reduced when compared with the areas to be removed from the UGB. Energy 
consequences of the proposed urban growth area adjustment have been considered in the Goal 14 
alternatives analysis ESEE process previously in this narrative. Therefore, Goal 13 has been met. 
 

Goal 14 Urbanization 

Findings: Goal 14 findings are found at the beginning of this section.  

 

Goal 15 through 19 

Findings: Goals 15 through 19 are related to the Willamette Greenway and coastal resources.  As such, 
these goals do not apply to the subject site and no further analysis is required. 

 

2.2 Comprehensive Plan Consistency Analysis 
 
VZC 9-01.09-50.E.2 Consistency with the applicable goals and policies in the Comprehensive Plan is 
demonstrated, including compliance with the City Transportation Master Plan, Parks and Open 
Space Plan, Water Master Plan and Storm Water Master Plans.  

Vernonia Comprehensive Plan 
Findings:  The proposed plan amendment package is consistent with applicable Vernonia Comprehensive 
Plan goals and policies for reasons stated below.  

Urban Growth Area Policies 
“The Urban Growth area is shown on the Comprehensive Plan map.  The City shall consider the 
state wide goals, presently available vacant land within reach of City services and cost of 
extension when considering any changes in the Urban Growth Boundary.” 
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Findings: Findings regarding the statewide planning goals are found in Section 2.1: Goal 11 of this 
document, including public facilities and city services.  

“Land use designations of surrounding lands within Columbia County shall be coordinated with 
city designations.  The agreement to adopt the Urban Growth Boundary and to manage the 
unincorporated area within it is included as Appendix A of this plan.” 

Findings: The Urban Growth Management Agreement is discussed in the following section and has 
shown the proposal is consistent with the UGMA.  This policy is met. 

“In order for City services to be further extended or expanded outside the City’s limits, 
annexation of that land must follow”.  

Findings: Findings in Section 2.1 of this document evaluate the feasibility of extending City services to 
the proposed UGB adjustment area, specific findings for public utilities are discussed in Statewide Goal 
11 findings. The City intends to annex the proposed inclusion area prior to extending services, compliant 
with this policy.  

Urban Growth Management Agreement 
The City of Vernonia Comprehensive Plan and Implementing Ordinances was revised in 1996.  During the 
revision process, the City and Columbia County passed an Urban Growth Management Agreement to 
facilitate the orderly and efficient transition from urbanizable to urban land uses within Vernonia’s UGB.   

Urban Growth Management Agreement-Comprehensive Plan Provisions 

“A. In order to promote an orderly and efficient transition from urbanizable to urban land 
within the Urban Growth Boundary and retention of land for non-urban uses outside of the 
Urban Growth Boundary, the comprehensive plans of the City of Vernonia and Columbia County 
shall not conflict. 

B. Columbia County and the City of Vernonia recognize the need to coordinate their plans 
and ordinances. 

C. Furthermore, it is a policy of the City of Vernonia and Columbia County to maintain 
ongoing planning processes that will facilitate the development of mutually compatible plans 
and implementing ordinances. 

D. Columbia County and the City of Vernonia will share the responsibility of land use 
planning and regulation for the land within the Urban Growth Area. County responsibility for 
enforcement of any land use ordinance or prosecution thereof will be relinquished over any land 
within this area upon its annexation to the City. 

E. The City of Vernonia Comprehensive Plan Map shall be the controlling plan for land use 
designations within the UGA. Columbia County shall have the lead role for zoning of land within 
the UGA, but such zoning shall be consistent with the land use designations of the City of 
Vernonia Comprehensive Plan Map” 
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Findings: This plan amendment will be adopted jointly by the City of Vernonia and Columbia County. 
Winterbrook and City staff have coordinated with the County, both bodies agree that in the future, the 
Boot will be zoned Residential. The County shall retain the decision-making responsibility for all zoning 
amendments for the Boot until it is annexed, however, decisions will be made after a receipt of a 
recommendation from Vernonia. This application does not propose changes to the zoning of the Boot. 
Columbia County and the City of Vernonia have jointly agreed to retain the current Rural Residential-5-
acre minimum zoning in the Boot as a holding zone until annexation.   Findings regarding consistency 
with the Columbia County Comprehensive Plan are found below.  

Columbia County Comprehensive Plan 
 
Citizen Involvement 
1. To stimulate citizen involvement in the County by providing broad exposure to all 
phases of the planning process through radio and newspaper notices, general mailings and 
public meetings. 

 
Findings:  

• The Department of Land Conserva�on and Development (DLCD) was given no�ce on March 27, 
2023.  

• The City of Vernonia sent mailed no�ce to all property owners within 250 feet of the subject 
property at least 14 days prior to the Vernonia City Council public hearing, on September 6th, 
2023.  

• No�ce was posted in the on the City of Vernonia website and Facebook page on September 6th, 
2023.  

• No�ce was posted at four public places in the City of Vernonia for two consecu�ve weeks, 
star�ng September 6th, 2023.  

• The City of Vernonia conducted a public hearing on the proposed amendments on September 
19, 2023, at which �me ci�zens had an opportunity to speak on the proposed amendments.  

• Columbia County published a no�ce of a Legisla�ve Hearing twice, one week apart in a 
newspaper of general circula�on in Columbia County. The last of these no�ces was published no 
less than 10 calendar days prior to the Legisla�ve Hearing. The mailing of no�ce to individual 
property owners is not required but shall be done if ordered by the Board of Commissioners. 
 
Forest Lands 
2. Designate Forest Lands as Forest-Conservation in the Comprehensive Plan and 
implement this plan designation through the use of two (2) forest zones which will 
maintain or enhance the existing commercial forest products enterprise of the County. 
They are: 
A. Primary Forest - PF-80 
B. Forest-Agriculture - FA-80 
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Findings: The Timber Property and Nehalem Highway Area are currently within the UGB but outside of 
City Limits and zoned PF-80. The Timber property is already used for forestry activities, and the Sword 
property is unsuitable for residential development. Upon removal from the UGB, we anticipate these 
properties will retain their resource zoning and will be given Forest-Conservation comprehensive plan 
designation.  This designation will maintain and enhance the existing commercial forest products 
enterprise of the County and ensure these properties are protected from residential development. 
Oregon Statewide Planning Goal 4 would apply to these lands, and they would be considered “resource 
land”.  
 

Housing Policies 
3. Provide adequate land inside the urban growth boundaries to meet housing needs and 
to provide for a wide range of urban housing choices. 
 

Findings: The UGB adjustment better meets the objectives of these policies by removing areas from the 
UGB that are designated residential, but less likely to develop the desired residential uses, and adding 
the Boot, which will allow more efficient residential development within the UGB. Because the proposal 
is for a UGB Adjustment, the Urban Growth Boundary is not expanding due to a housing “need” within 
Vernonia, but will better provide for a range of housing choices.   Further discussion of housing need and 
suitability are found in Goal 10 Housing, and Goal 14 Urbanization findings. 
 

12. Encourage the in-filling of urban growth boundary areas. 
 
Findings: The UGB adjustment better meets the objectives of these policies by removing areas from the 
UGB that are designated residential, but less likely to develop the desired residential uses, and adding 
the Boot, which will allow more efficient residential development within the UGB. The UGB adjustment 
will bring in RR-5 “exception” land and will therefore not be removing any resource land from the 
County, rather, the adjustment will result in a net gain of resource land in the County and will better 
concentrate housing development within the Vernonia UGB. The Boot will retain Columbia County 
Zoning until annexation, and the City of Vernonia will not allow water or sewer hookups to areas within 
the Boot prior to annexation. By providing more suitable residential land within Vernonia, infilling within 
the UGB will be more feasible. Further discussion of land suitability for residential development are 
found in Goal 10 Housing, and Goal 14 Urbanization findings. 
 

Rural Residential Policies  
1. Designate as Rural Residential in the Plan those lands for which a valid exception has 
been, or can be shown to be, justified, and implement this plan designation through 
the use of Rural Residential zones. [Amended by Ordinance No. 98-4 eff. November 1998]. 

Findings: The Nehalem Highway Area is currently zoned Rural Residential-5, the County has indicated 
the area is intended to be given a Columbia County Rural Residential comprehensive plan designation.  
Some of this area is already built out with residential dwellings.  

 
5. Encourage the in-filling of existing built and committed lands for new residential 
development. 

Findings: The Nehalem Highway Area is currently zoned Rural Residential-5, the County has indicated 
the area is intended to be given a Columbia County Rural Residential comprehensive plan designation.  
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Some of this area is already built out with residential dwellings, some would be suitable for new 
residential development consistent with the zoning code. 

 
7. Require a buffer between Rural Residential development and adjacent resource lands. 

 
Findings: The Nehalem Highway Area, zoned RR-5 is surrounded by resource lands, future development 
should include a buffer between development and adjacent resource lands, consistent with the 
Columbia County zoning code.  
 

Urbanization Policies 
1. Provide an orderly and efficient transition from rural to urban land use. 

 
Findings: The Vernonia-Columbia County Urban Growth Management Agreement (UGMA) facilitates an 
orderly and efficient transition from rural to urban land use. Findings regarding the UGMA are found in 
Section 2.2 of this document.  The City and County have met and have agreed to the land designations 
for the areas removed from the UGB and the Boot area to be included in the UGB. Vernonia will not 
extend water or sewer to properties prior to annexation, ensuring an efficient transition from rural to 
urban land use. The UGB adjustment will need to be adopted by both Vernonia and Columbia County to 
come into effect. 
 

2. Accommodate urban population and urban employment inside urban growth boundaries, 
ensure efficient use of land, and provide for livable communities. 

 
Findings: The RR-5 zoning in the Nehalem Highway area will continue to limit development to a density 
that does not require an urban level of public facilities or services, consistent with Goal 14.  The UGB 
adjustment will exclude relatively unsuitable residentially designated land (that generally better suited 
for resource use or for rural level residential development) for a rural residential exception area that is 
surrounded on three sides by the existing UGB and on the north side by more rural residential exception 
land. Because city streets and urban services abut the Boot, it is more likely to be developed to urban 
densities than the areas to be removed and provides more housing opportunities close to the Vernonia 
school and downtown. Further discussion of efficient use of land and livability are found in Goal 10 
Housing, and Goal 14 Urbanization findings. 
 

3. Minimize the conflicts between urban and rural land uses. 
 

Findings: The UGB adjustment will provide a better transition from rural to urban use and reduce 
conflicts between resource land and residential development by including the Boot because (1), the 
Boot area abuts no resource land whereas the areas to be removed abut large tracts of resource land, 
and (2) removing two resource areas (PF-80) from the UGB will ensure their long-term protection from 
urban development. The City and County have met and have agreed to the land designations for the 
areas removed from the UGB and the Boot area to be included in the UGB. Vernonia will not extend 
water or sewer to properties prior to annexation, ensuring an efficient transition from rural to urban 
land use.  The RR-5 zoning in the Nehalem highway area will continue to limit development to a density 
that does not require an urban level of public facilities or services, consistent with Goal 14.   
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5. Develop managing techniques with the incorporated cities. 
 

Findings: The Vernonia-Columbia County Urban Growth Management Agreement (UGMA) facilitates an 
orderly and efficient transition from rural to urban land use. Findings regarding the UGMA are found in 
Section 2.2 of this document. The UGB adjustment will need to be adopted by both Vernonia and 
Columbia County to come into effect. 

 
12. Have mutually agreed upon land use designations with each city. 
 

Findings: The Vernonia-Columbia County Urban Growth Management Agreement (UGMA) facilitates an 
orderly and efficient transition from rural to urban land use. The City and County have met and have 
agreed to the land designations for the areas removed from the UGB and the Boot area to be included in 
the UGB.  Findings regarding the UGMA are found in Section 2.2 of this document.  

 
17. Adopt the urban growth boundaries, and those portions of the adopted s relating to the 
unincorporated urban growth areas, for the municipalities of Clatskanie, Columbia City, Rainier, 
Scappoose, St. Helens, and Vernonia. 
 

Findings: The Vernonia-Columbia County Urban Growth Management Agreement (UGMA) facilitates an 
orderly and efficient transition from rural to urban land use. Findings regarding the UGMA are found in 
Section 2.2 of this document. The UGB adjustment will need to be adopted by both Vernonia and 
Columbia County to come into effect. 

 
20. Limit development outside of urban growth boundaries to densities which do not require an 
urban level of public facilities or services and are consistent with Goal 14 and OAR 660, Division 
4. 

 
Findings: The City and County have met and have agreed to the land designations for the areas removed 
from the UGB and the Boot area to be included in the UGB. Vernonia will not extend water or sewer to 
properties prior to annexation, ensuring an efficient transition from rural to urban land use.  The RR-5 
zoning in the Nehalem highway area will continue to limit development to a density that does not 
require an urban level of public facilities or services, consistent with Goal 14.   
 

2.3 Location Analysis 
VZC 9-01.09-50. E.3 The Plan does not provide adequate areas in appropriate locations for uses 
allowed in the proposed land use designation and the addition of this property to the inventory 
of lands so designated is consistent with projected needs for such lands in the Comprehensive 
Plan.  

Findings: Findings for Goal 14 and Goal 7 in Section 2.1 of this document discuss why although Timber 
Property, Nehalem Highway Area, and Sword Property areas designated Residential in the existing UGB, 
they are not appropriate areas for residential development. Further findings in the Goal 14 analysis 
discuss consistency with residential land need. The analysis shows the adjustment is consistent with 
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projected needs for residential land in Vernonia, and the existing locations for that residential lands are 
inappropriate. This criterion is met.  

2.4 Land Need 
VZC 9-01.09-50. E.4 The Plan provides more than the projected need for lands in the existing land 
use designation.  

Findings: Findings for Goal 14 and Goal 10 in Section 2.1 of this document discuss how the proposed 
amendment will not significantly alter the residential land designations. The City has adopted the 2012 
Housing Needs Analysis that shows the plan provides for more than the projected needs for residential 
land.  

2.5 Land Use Pattern  
VZC 9-01.09-50. E.5 The proposed land use designation will not allow zones or uses that will 
destabilize the land use pattern in the vicinity or significantly adversely affect existing or planned 
uses on adjacent lands.  

Findings: The proposed residential land use designation for the Boot will promote a more sensible land 
use pattern in the vicinity. Residential development in the Boot will allow better multimodal access to 
the Vernonia School for both residences of the Boot and those to the west of the Boot. The Boot is 
surrounded on three sides by the UGB, the adjustment will create a sensible UGB border along Mellinger 
Road, the adjustment is more compatible with the residential uses on adjacent land. The Timber and 
Sword properties are zoned PF-80 and already border County resource land. Removing these properties 
and the Nehalem Highway Area from the UGB will reduce conflict with farm and forestry activities. For 
these reasons, the proposed land use designation will not adversely affect existing or planned uses on 
adjacent land.   

2.6 Public Facilities 
VZC 9-01.09-50. E.6 Public facilities and services necessary to support uses allowed in the 
proposed designation are available or will be available in the near future.  

Findings: As documented under the Statewide Planning Goal 11 discussion, and in Appendix B Public 
Facilities Report, public facilities necessary to support residential development in the Boot area are 
available or can be made available in the near future. This criterion is met. 

2.7 Transportation System 
VZC 9-01.09-50. E.7. Amendments Affecting the Transportation System: 

 a. When a development application includes a proposed comprehensive plan 
amendment, zone change or land use regulation change, the proposal shall be reviewed 
to determine whether it significantly affects a transportation facility. An amendment 
significantly affects a transportation facility if it would: 
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 i. Change the functional classification of an existing or planned transportation 
facility. This would occur, for example, when a proposal causes future traffic to 
exceed the capacity of “collector” street classification, requiring a change in the 
classification to an “arterial” street, as identified by the Vernonia Transportation 
Master Plan; or  

ii. Changes standards implementing a functional classification system; or  

iii. Allows types or levels of land use that would result in levels of travel or access 
that are inconsistent with the functional classification of a transportation 
facility; or  

iv. Reduce the performance standards of the facility below the minimum 
acceptable level identified in the Transportation Master Plan.  

Findings: Findings for Goal 11 and Goal 12 in Section 2.1 of this document discuss how streets may be 
extended to serve the Boot area in conjunction with annexation and development. Findings for Goal 14 
and 11 discuss how a Transportation Impact Statement is not required for this proposal. Requests for 
annexation will have to consider transportation impacts.  This criterion is met. 

Section 3: Vernonia Comprehensive Plan Text Amendment Criteria 

We are proposing the following text amendment to the Urban Growth Area Policies section of the 
Vernonia Comprehensive Plan: 
 

5. In 2023, Vernonia adopted an Urban Growth Boundary adjustment to remove three unsuitable 
residentially designated areas from the UGB and add “the Boot" to the UGB. The UGB 
adjustment is shown in Figure 5.1 “The Boot" was given a Residential Comprehensive Plan 
Designation.  

  
a.  Upon annexation to the City, areas within “the Boot" shall be zoned Residential per 9-

01.03-10 of the Vernonia Zoning Code. 
  

b. To ensure a multimodal transportation system and direct connections between schools 
and the Boot area, the existing grid street system should be extended to serve the Boot. 
The following illustrative map shows how streets can be extended to meet Policy 5.  
 

Figure 5.1. Map showing potential street extensions and “ the Boot” 
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Decision criteria for comprehensive plan text amendments are found in the Title 9 of the Vernonia 
Zoning Code Section 9-01.09-70 Text Amendments.  Text amendment findings have been considered in 
the previous findings regarding comprehensive plan map amendment findings.  Decision criteria and 
findings are detailed below.  

3.1 Impact on Land Use 
VZC 9-01.09-70(C) Decision Criteria. Amendments to the Comprehensive Plan or Development 
Code text shall be approved if the evidence can substantiate the following: 

 1. Impact of the proposed amendment on land use and development patterns within the 
city, as measured by:  

a.Traffic generation and circulation patterns in compliance with the Transportation 
Master Plan;  

b. Demand for public facilities and services, in compliance with the City Utility master 
plans;  

c. Level of park and recreation facilities;  
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d. Economic activities;  

e. Protection and use of natural resources;  

f. Compliance of the proposal with existing adopted special purpose plans or 
programs, such as public facilities improvements.  

Findings: See findings demonstrating compliance with Statewide Planning Goals 5 (Natural Resources), 7 
(Natural Hazards), 8 (Parks and Recreation), 9 (Economic Development), 10 (Housing), 11 (Public 
Facilities and Services), 12 (Transportation), and 14 (Urbanization).  

3.2 Demonstrated Need 
VZC 9-01.09-70(C)(2) A demonstrated need exists for the product of the proposed 
amendment.  

Findings: As documented in the Goal 10 discussion, the need for buildable residential land was 
demonstrated in 2012 comprehensive plan text amendments. Since the amount and type of buildable 
land within the UGB will not change as a result of UGB swap, the City will continue to meet Goal 10 
requirements for at least a 20-year supply of buildable land following adoption of the UGB amendment. 

3.3 Statewide Planning Goals 
VZC 9-01.09-70(C)(3) The proposed amendment complies with all applicable Statewide 
Planning Goals and administrative rule requirements.  

Findings: See findings demonstrating compliance with applicable statewide planning goals in Section 2.1 
of this report. 

3.4 Appropriateness 
VZC 9-01.09-70(C)(4) The amendment is appropriate as measured by at least one of the 
following criteria:  

a. It corrects identified error(s) in the provisions of the plan.  

b. It represents a logical implementation of the plan.  

c. It is mandated by changes in federal, state, or local law.  

d. It is otherwise deemed by the City Council to be desirable, appropriate, and 
proper.  

Findings: The proposed UGB amendment was authorized by the City Council and represents a logical 
implementation of the plan by meeting the City’s housing goals more efficiently. When compared with 
the land to be removed from the UGB, the Boot area can be served more efficiently by extending the 
grid street system to connect with nearby schools, services, shopping, and employment areas. The Boot 
area also has relatively few hazardous areas, meaning that it will be safer and less costly to develop. 
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Conclusion 
 

The above findings show the criteria pertinent to the applications are met. Staff recommends the 
approval of the proposal for an urban growth boundary adjustment, comprehensive plan map 
amendment and comprehensive plan text amendment.  
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